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Abstract: This case study addressed the authors’ efforts to design an 8-week small-group independent 
study (IS) experience that facilitated undergraduate speech-language pathology students’ (n=19) 
higher-level thinking and overall metacognitive awareness. We hoped to encourage both in order to 
improve students’ overall cognitive growth while enhancing their reflection about and knowledge of 
professional perspectives regarding the assessment and treatment of laryngeal cancer. To take on this 
challenge, we combined case-based learning (CBL) and perspective-taking (PT) pedagogies across the 
IS. Students completed the Metacognitive Awareness Inventory (MAI) pre- and post-IS, and written 
reflections after each of eight weekly discussion meetings. The MAI was quantitatively analyzed, while 
reflections were qualitatively coded using Bloom’s taxonomy. Findings indicated that metacognitive 
awareness significantly improved and that higher-level cognitive processing was increasingly evidenced 
across students’ IS experience. Results indicate the potential to maximize metacognition and cognitive 
processing by combining CBL and PT by the methods used here. Applications of combined CBL and 
PT to other disciplines and teaching and learning situations will be discussed along with the 
implications of our findings. 
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Since the first work on active learning in 1991 (Bonwell & Eison), teaching pedagogies that involve 
learning through doing tasks versus receiving information have been firmly espoused by educational 
researchers and practitioners (Fink, 2013; Barkley, 2010). In particular, active learning represents a 
cultural shift away from the traditional lecture. Instead, classroom instruction is designed to facilitate 
experiential learning, followed-up by reflection on what was learned and how one is learning alone 
and with others (Fink, 2013). By setting up the classroom in this way, it is thought that higher-level 
learning and metacognitive awareness may be fostered (Richmond & Hagan, 2011; Vos and De Graaff, 
2004). 

Why metacognition? 

Metacognition was first introduced by Flavell (1979) to describe self-cognitions, or thoughts about 
one’s own thinking. It includes the subcategories of knowledge (knowledge about thinking in general 
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and one’s own thinking) and regulation of that knowledge via cognitive strategies, etc. (controlling 
learning via activities that foster monitoring and controlling cognitions; Dunlosky & Metcalfe, 2009; 
Schraw, 1998). For example, metacognitive knowledge is linked to the following (Schraw, 1998; 
Schraw & Dennison, 1994): 

• Declarative knowledge (knowledge of one’s own cognitive skills or what one knows or
needs to acquire to think through a topic)

• Procedural knowledge (understanding how one learns)
• Conditional knowledge (comprehension of different learning strategies and the ability to

justify why one might use a strategy in a specific context)

 On the other hand, metacognitive regulation involves: 

• Planning (setting learning goals)
• Information management strategies (managing and processing information by classifying

it or condensing broad concepts into succinct descriptions)
• Monitoring (evaluating the effectiveness of learning strategies used)
• Debugging strategies (using strategies to improve comprehension or correct

misunderstandings or task errors)
• Evaluation (analyzing the success of learning strategies used, or the effectiveness with

which one performs a task following the use of such strategies)

Thus, metacognitive regulation is often engaged in to attain some learning or behavioral goal. 
Goal attainment further calls upon self-regulatory processes related to attentional resources, impulse 
and emotional control, action maintenance, planning, and task performance (Vohs & Baumeister, 
2004). Metacognition allows learners to critically evaluate and shape their future learning and behavior. 
Further, it is tied to strong learning gains and greater success on a range of cognitive tasks, better use 
and focus of attentional resources, and more precise self-evaluations of learning (Dunlosky & 
Metcalfe, 2009; Koriat, Ackerman, Locke, & Schneider, 2009; Prins, Veenman, & Elshout, 2006; 
Nelson & Dunlosky, 1991; Koriat & Bjork, 2006; Koriat, 2008; Schraw, 1998). 

Metacognitive awareness describes having a clear understanding of ones own thinking such 
that metacognitive knowledge and regulation are supported and strengthened. Young & Fry (2008) 
found that junior and senior education undergraduate students who scored higher on a self-report 
measure evaluating metacognitive awareness and its subdomains of metacognitive knowledge and 
regulation (the Metacognitive Awareness Inventory (MAI); Schraw and Dennison, 1994), had better 
overall grade point averages (GPAs) than those who scored significantly lower on the MAI. Graduate 
education students scored significantly higher on the metacognitive regulation sub-section of the MAI, 
but demonstrated statistically similar performance on measures of metacognitive knowledge as 
undergraduate students. These findings indicate that more experienced students may have stronger 
strategies for regulating their cognitions (i.e. assessing test performance accuracy), and that 
metacognitive regulation (as opposed to metacognitive awareness) may be most facilitative of gains in 
learning and academic performance (Schraw, 1994). Similarly, Rum and Ismail (2014) found a strong 
correlation between the MAI and GPA of students enrolled in introductory computer programming 
coursework regardless of academic standing. 

Greater metacognition and self-regulation are highly correlated with self-efficacy (Bartimote-
Aufflick, Bridgeman, Walker, Sharma, and Smith, 2016) or the belief that one can take on a specific 
task (Bandura, 1977). In turn, self-efficacy exhibits a strong relationship with student learning 
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outcomes, further suggesting that improved metacognition and self-regulation may mediate increases 
in self-efficacy and vice-versa. 

 Schraw (1998) suggests that metacognition may be promoted by group discussion and 
activities which allow students to share and reflect upon their self-cognitions in relationship to specific 
content. This practice should effectively facilitate metacognitive skills and promote metacognitive 
awareness. After all, reflection requires the monitoring and evaluating of one’s own thought processes 
for accuracy. Thus, engaging in reflection facilitates practice of metacognitive regulation. Further, by 
listening to how others evaluate their own thought processes, individuals with poorer metacognitive 
regulation may learn new and different strategies to control and monitor their own cognitions. 

Higher levels of cognitive processing and metacognition 

Bloom’s taxonomy offers a specific way to differentiate higher levels of cognitive processing from 
lower ones (Bloom, Englehart, Furst, Hill, & Krathwohl, 1956; Adams, 2015; noted below with an 
evolving example of the cognitive skills used at each level): 

• Knowledge (labeling different parts of the brain on a 2-dimensional blank picture)
• Understanding (matching functional properties with each brain region)
• Application (predicting resulting symptoms from damage to a specific brain region)
• Analysis (interpreting case information to determine which brain regions are potentially

injured based on cognitive, behavioral, and emotional patterns)
• Synthesis (identifying tasks that may determine the integrity of different brain regions)
• Evaluation (providing a rationale for or against the tasks noted above under Synthesis.)

Past research indicates that metacognitive knowledge and regulation improves when higher-
level cognitive skills are used during learning. Reciprocally, more sophisticated metacognition is often 
noted when individuals are using higher-level cognitive skills; both of which ultimately result in 
improved learning (Chin & Brown, 2000; Magno, 2010). Higher-level cognitive processing is 
associated with what is known as a deep approach to learning, or a focus on understanding new material. 
By exploring relationships between concepts, prior knowledge, and personal experiences, as well as 
retrieving new information and applying it to situations, deep learning is expected to be facilitated 
(Biggs, 2003). A surface approach to learning is focused on knowledge (i.e. rote recall of information), 
the lowest level of Bloom’s taxonomy. This approach does not emphasize deep understanding and 
making connections between other concepts, tasks, or experiences (Biggs, 1987; Chin & Brown, 2000). 
Given that deep approaches to learning (i.e. application, analysis, synthesis, etc.) are focused on 
meaning-making versus rote memorization of knowledge or facts, it is not surprising the metacognitive 
regulation (i.e. planning, information management, monitoring, debugging, etc.) would be necessary 
to support higher-level cognitive processes.  

Promoting metacognitive awareness and higher-levels of cognition 

While active learning includes any situation that facilitates engagement in experiences and reflection 
on those experiences, specific types of active learning pedagogies may be uniquely suited to promote 
metacognition and higher-level cognitive processing. 

 Case-based learning (CBL). CBL is an active learning instructional pedagogy that requires 
students to discuss and analyze real-life case scenarios from their discipline collaboratively and 
cooperatively. Students engaged in CBL are asked to describe their thinking process about case 
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features to a group (i.e. metacognitive knowledge; Trommelen, Karpinski, & Chauvin, 2017). Likewise, 
cases engage students in clinical reasoning which requires deep (higher-level) versus surface processing 
of information. Further, application of prior knowledge and understanding of a topic, and 
synthesizing, or evaluating cases to facilitate higher-level cognitive processing and metacognition are 
commonly targeted (Trommelen, Karpinski, & Chauvin, 2017). The implementation of CBL is tied to 
significantly better test performance from pre- to posttest when compared to lecture alone (Datta & 
Ray, 2016). Further, discussions surrounding cases may provide an opportunity for students to engage 
in cooperative learning, enhance emotional engagement with content to foster learning outcomes, and 
improve interactions between students in the classroom (Nkhoma, Sriratanaviriyakul & Le Quang, 
2017; Foran, 2002).  

Perspective-taking. DeBono’s “Six Thinking Hats” (1985) is a strategic pedagogy that facilitates 
metacognitive awareness via a framework describing six different thinking processes. This pedagogy 
can be applied to the examination of cases, questions, or problems. The original iteration of this 
pedagogy tasked students with wearing colored hats to explicitly represent each of the six thinking 
processes DeBono described including: 

• Presenting evidence about a given course topic (What do we know about this topic?)
• Questioning assumptions and/or challenging peers to think differently about a topic to

generate alternatives or new ways of thinking about a subject (What are some creative ideas
regarding this topic?)

• Advocating for the use/implementation/acceptance of the alternative(s) (What evidence
supports the use of these creative ideas?)

• Challenging the use/implementation/acceptance of the topic being discussed (What are
some potential concerns or problems with these ideas?)

• Expressing emotion to share positive, negative, and/or neutral feelings about a topic
(What are the feelings or opinions about these potential alternatives?)

• Regulating and reflecting upon the results of the thinking processes discussed above (What
are some conclusions or decisions that can be made about this topic? What else should be
considered? How else can we think about this topic?)

By putting on different thinking hats (applying various thinking strategies) in parallel as a topic 
is discussed, metacognitive knowledge and practice of metacognitive regulation may be reinforced. In 
regards to knowledge, by approaching a particular topic or scenario in this way, students may gain a 
greater awareness as to what thinking strategies work best in particular situations as well as their own 
cognitive processes and habits. On the other hand, metacognitive regulation is put into practice by the 
“six hats” methods when student implement cognitive strategies, and monitor and evaluate those 
strategies. 

These approaches may be explicitly assigned as a process like the example above. However, 
role-playing that involves students taking on the perspective of different stakeholders for a situation 
or problem may potentially facilitate using the “six hats” strategy implicitly. For example, asking 
students to think as if they were a doctor, nurse, speech-language pathologist, spouse, dietitian, 
psychologist, etc. when approaching a complex clinical problem is likely to lead to similar cognitive 
processes, based on each stakeholder’s unique point of view. As a result, students may integrate many 
different perspectives into how they might manage the scenario in question. 

Such a strategy is likely to lead to students sharing their own thought processes which may 
further their own and other group members’ metacognitive knowledge and regulation. Likewise, 
perspective-taking (PT) likely requires students to not only engage in metacognition, but also higher-
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level cognitive processing by using baseline knowledge and understanding to apply, analyze, 
synthesize, or evaluate the targeted problem or idea based on an assigned role.   Finally, there is 
evidence that such a strategy may allow students to practice facilitating effective communication and 
empathy that may be especially important during students’ future work (Vescio, Sechrist, & Paolucci, 
2003; Galinsky & Ku, 2004). Facilitating empathy via PT has been known to have real world 
consequences such as greater patient satisfaction (Blatt, Lelacheur, Galinsky, Simmens, & Greenberg, 
2010). 

Learning scenario 

One challenge of working with undergraduate students studying clinical professions involves 
facilitating their higher-level cognitive processing of disciplinary content and overall development as 
learners via improvements in metacognition. For example, we believed there was a crucial need to 
expose undergraduate Communication Sciences and Disorders students to the multidisciplinary 
assessment and management of laryngeal cancer while facilitating metacognitive development and 
higher-level (deep) learning and cognitive processing. Our approach to accomplishing these objectives 
was to combine CBL and PT into a case-based perspective-taking (CBPT) pedagogy during an 8-week 
small-group learning experience. As detailed above, it is likely that CBL and PT foster both 
metacognition and higher levels of cognitive processing separately. Thus, we hoped that 
implementation of CBPT would result in global improvements in metacognition and deeper 
processing of disciplinary content for students across an 8-week learning experience. We chose to 
examine the effectiveness of CBPT via the following research questions: 

1. Will students’ metacognitive awareness significantly increase from pre- to post- learning
experience?

2. Did students’ learning change across the experience such that a trend towards higher-level
cognitive processing was reflected?

Methods 

Context of learning experience 

Nineteen students participated in 8-weeks of discussion-based activities as part of an independent 
study (IS) focused on the interdisciplinary management of laryngeal cancer. Seven students 
participated in the IS experience in the fall of 2016 while the remaining students completed their IS in 
the spring of 2017. IS content and procedures were identical across both semesters. All participants 
were female undergraduate speech-language pathology majors. The IS experience was facilitated by 
two faculty members (first and second author of this paper) and one graduate assistant who had 
previous exposure to various topics across the IS experience. The IS was not a required element of 
any student’s plan of study; however, students did earn variable, elective credit (1-3 credits) for their 
efforts and participation. 
              While participating in the IS, students met with one or more facilitators for weekly one-hour 
discussion sessions. Students prepared for each IS session by completing pre-selected readings from 
an assigned text (Author & Author, 2017). During IS meetings, facilitators introduced a series of CBPT 
activities related to the content of their assigned readings. These activities required that students 
discuss specific clinical cases by taking on the perspectives of various stakeholders important to the 
management of laryngeal cancer (e.g., patient, family, doctor, psychologist, employer). An example of 
one CBPT activity used as part of the IS experience can be found in Appendix A. 
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Following each weekly meeting, students completed reflections on their learning, specifically 
in relationship to the topic of discussion for each week, as well as general insights about the 
management of laryngeal cancer. Five questions were provided to students to structure these weekly 
reflections: 

1. After completing my readings and participating in IS activities, what important insights
have I noted?

2. What questions do I have about this material after reading/participating in discussion?
3. Did I find this material interesting? Why/why not?
4. What information conflicted with my own experience/perspective?
5. How did our discussion/activity this week impact my learning?

Students submitted reflections electronically to the week’s facilitator, who then provided 
responses to each student’s reflection to answer questions, and acknowledge students’ perceptions of 
their learning. 

Data collection & analysis 

Data were harvested from a variety of sources to better understand the impact of CBPT on student 
learning and metacognition. Weekly student reflections served as one data source. Students also 
completed the MAI and all nine sub-sections constituting metacognitive knowledge (declarative, 
procedural, and conditional knowledge) and regulation (planning, information management strategies, 
monitoring, debugging strategies, evaluation; Schraw and Dennison, 1994) prior to the IS experience 
and following its completion.

Data were analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively to determine the impact of CBPT on 
student learning. MAI data were analyzed quantitatively to measure changes over time in terms of 
students’ metacognitive awareness. Weekly reflection data for each participant were analyzed 
qualitatively, using a categorical approach to analysis to identify any changes in the levels of cognitive 
processing observed across the IS experience. 
              Quantitative analysis. Of the 19 participants involved in the IS, data for students’ pre- and post-
IS experience, MAI was used for 18 of the 19 students, as one student only provided post-MAI data. 
Due to the small sample size, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to determine whether significant 
differences were found from pre- to post-IS experience overall, in terms of metacognitive knowledge, 
metacognitive regulation, and the specific sub-components of these processes. Alpha level was set at 
.05. 
             Qualitative analysis. A verbatim transcript from each participant’s weekly reflections was used 
to measure levels of cognitive processing. To accomplish this task, reflection data were analyzed using 
Bloom’s Taxonomy (Bloom, Englehart, Furst, Hill, & Krathwohl, 1956). Analysis via Bloom’s was 
meant to identify changes in the complexity and consciousness of thought, as both underly cognitive 
growth (Author, 2012; Maslovaty, Cohen, & Furman, 2008). To understand changes in higher-level 
thinking across the IS experience, transcripts from week 1, week 4, and week 8 of the IS were reviewed 
by the third author of this study, who applied the six categories of Bloom’s taxonomy (knowledge, 
comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, evaluation) to reflection data. Authors agreed that as 
changes in higher-level thinking occur incrementally, analyzing the first, middle, and last weeks of 
student reflection data was appropriate. Across all transcripts, these categories were assigned to 
describe changes in the levels of cognitive processing observed across the IS experience.  
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              Inter-rater agreement for the qualitative analysis of reflection data was measured as follows: 
A random sample of data points per transcript were also coded for level of cognitive processing by 
the first and second authors and compared to the initial analysis completed by the third author. Over 
90% agreement was found across raters. In instances where differences in assigned codes/categories 
were identified, authors discussed each until consensus was reached.  

Table 1: Pre- & post-IS MAI data 

Pre-IS mean (SD) Post-IS mean (SD) 

Declarative Knowledge 7.44 (.71) 7.67 (.77) 

Procedural Knowledge 3.67 (.49) 3.72 (.46) 

Conditional Knowledge 4.44 (.62) 4.67 (.59) 

Overall Knowledge of Cognition 15.56 (1.19) 16.06 (1.21) 

Planning 5.28 (1.44) 6.11** (1.10) 

Information Management Strategies 8.67 (1.03) 9.0 (.91) 

Comprehension Monitoring 5.83 (.86) 6.11 (1.18) 

Debugging Strategies 4.89 (.32) 4.94 (.24) 

Evaluation 4.61 (1.09) 5.28 (1.10) 

Overall Regulation of Cognition 29.28 (3.3) 31.44** (3.3) 

Total MAI Score 45.11 (4.28) 47.50** (4.25) 

 **(p<.05) 

Outcomes 

MAI data 

A Wilcoxon signed-rank test determined that there were statistically significant increases in students’ 
MAI scores for only the regulation of cognition section from pre-IS (Mdn=29.5) to post-IS (Mdn=32, 
z=-2.28, p=.022), but not for the knowledge of cognition section (pre-IS, Mdn=16 and post-IS 
Mdn=16, z=-1.59, p=.11). The planning sub-section of the MAI regulation of cognition section 
significantly increased from pre-IS (Mdn=5.5) to post-IS (Mdn=6, z=-2.66, p=.008), as did total MAI 
scores from pre (Mdn=46) to post (Mdn=49, z=-2.18, p=.029). No statistically significant findings 
were noted for the remaining eight sub-categories of regulation and knowledge of cognition. See Table 
1 for pre- to post-IS mean scores by MAI category. 
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Levels of cognitive processing 

While the analysis described above allowed investigators to better understand the various forms of 
learning experienced by students across their IS experience, it did not yield information about changes 
in cognitive processing. Analysis of students’ reflections using Bloom’s taxonomy identified changes 
in the complexity of cognitive processing, with more reflection statements indicating low-level 
cognitive processing early in the IS experience. For example, one student indicated understanding 
“more about the different surgical and treatment approaches that can be taken when a patient is diagnosed with laryngeal 
cancer” following an early IS discussion. This statement demonstrated the cognitive processing level of 
knowledge. Another student demonstrated the cognitive processing level of comprehension when she 
noted that “every person on the care team plays a big role when it comes to supporting the patient.”  

A move towards higher-level processing of core material was noted towards the end of the IS 
experience. For example, application was demonstrated in the following: “I was able to connect this to a 
broader point of view that it is important for a patient to have support in his/her environment no matter where they 
turned,” while another student’s reflection was coded as analysis: “I feel if a patient has some aspect of his/her 
life that will remain constant, such as family, friends, or community, that he/she will be able to look at things with a 
slightly healthier outlook.”  One student noted the highest level of cognitive processing in this study 
(synthesis) when she indicated, “perspective-taking exercises increased my ability to consider so many angles and 
helps me practice thinking about others’ opinions and thoughts, something that will be important as a future clinician to 
be able to counsel patients on their individual concerns.” 

Table 2: Frequency table for levels of cognitive processing data 

Week 1 Week 4 Week 8 

Knowledge 227 152 113 

Comprehension 48 70 114 

Application 16 18 76 

Analysis 1 14 35 

Synthesis 0 2 15 

Evaluation 0 0 0 

While the greatest number of reflection statements demonstrated knowledge-level learning 
(n=492), 50% fewer knowledge statements were observed in week 8 than in week 1, demonstrating 
an overall decrease in this lowest level of cognitive processing. The remaining levels of cognitive 
processing measured (comprehension, application, analysis, and synthesis) increased from week 1 to 
week 8, indicating that while the lowest level of learning (knowledge) decreased over time, higher 
levels of cognitive processing were consistently observed as the IS timeline progressed. No instances 
of the highest level of learning (evaluation) were noted at any point across weeks 1, 4, or 8 (see Table 
2).  
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Discussion 

Overall, it appears that the use of CBPT may have facilitated gains in metacognitive awareness and 
increases in higher-level cognitive processing of core content knowledge. Specifically, reflective 
statements across two cohorts of students from week 1, to week 4, to week 8 of the IS increasingly 
exhibited changes in the sophistication of cognitive processing. Thus, a decrease in statements 
reflecting the knowledge cognitive domain was noted across the three weeks examined. On the other 
hand, statements reflecting the higher-level cognitive domains of comprehension, application, analysis, 
and synthesis were noted. Students’ overall metacognitive awareness and regulation also improved 
from pre to post-IS, as did their self-perceived ability to engage in planning (i.e. goal setting) prior to 
learning experiences. Additionally, it is notable that changes were observed over a relatively short 
amount of time, indicating that focused strategies, such as CBPT, can potentially lead to improvements 
in higher-level cognitive processing and metacognitive awareness within a single academic term.  

Improvements in regulation of cognition 

While metacognitive awareness improved overall, only a significant improvement in the broad 
category of metacognitive regulation was discovered from pre- to post-IS, as metacognitive knowledge 
did not significantly change during this timeframe. Given that metacognitive regulation may be more 
integral to learning, academic performance, and success in advanced study (Young & Fry, 2008; 
Schraw, 1994), this finding is especially notable. Additionally, the planning sub-category within the 
broad category of regulation of cognition significantly improved from pre- to post-IS. No sub-domain 
significantly improved from to pre- to post-IS for the broad category of metacognitive knowledge.  

Planning items on the MAI focus on determining the most important learning objectives, 
setting specific goals, reading instructions with care, asking questions prior to task initiation, thinking 
of multiple ways to solve a problem, and managing time effectively. CBPT may be especially likely to 
foster the planning sub-domain due to its focus on problem-solving from a multitude of perspectives. 
Further, students were tasked with setting goals for preparedness and reading with care as they were 
exposed to this systematic pedagogical framework repeatedly. In turn, during weekly meetings, 
students engaged in CBPT activities, facilitating practice in problem-solving from a variety of 
viewpoints and choosing solutions for problems to mesh with their assigned role(s). Finally, post-
meeting reflections allowed students to synthesize their learning, integrating new information with 
previous knowledge as a foundation for future IS topics.  

Higher levels of cognitive processing 

Knowledge and comprehension continued to be the most predominant codes assigned over the course 
of the IS. Likely, students were exposed to new content weekly that required cognitive processing and 
storage. However, trends indicate that while knowledge was the most frequently observed level of 
cognitive processing, the frequency with which this code was observed decreased by 50% from week 
1 to week 8. During this same time frame, comprehension codes more than doubled. It could be that 
as time went on, student became more familiar with terms and information related to LC. As a result, 
demonstration of knowledge through basic retrieval of terms and facts became less pertinent whereas 
demonstrating advanced comprehension (i.e. comparing and contrasting, summarizing ideas, etc.) was 
facilitated by the CBPT model. In particular, students increasingly were tasked with comparing and 
contrasting clinical approaches to LC management specific to their assigned perspective, while 
summarizing ideas and concepts in their weekly reflections.  
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Application codes quadrupled from week 1 to week 8, which was expected, as students applied 
knowledge to solve problems in different ways as part of the CBPT framework. What was more 
surprising given students’ limited prior exposure to LC, was that increases in analysis and synthesis 
were noted across the IS experience. Analysis involves seeing relationships amongst ideas. Given that 
CBPT requires students to take apart specific aspects of LC, particularly in case study format, students 
likely practiced analysis each week of the IS experience. Synthesis codes may have emerged from 
practice adapting, elaborating, and theorizing approaches to case-based questions. Despite practice 
with several higher levels of cognitive processing, it is unlikely that students in the IS had enough 
depth and breadth of professional knowledge after 8 weeks of CBPT to engage in behaviors connected 
with evaluation, which is why this code was not observed. 

Applying CBPT beyond CSD 

While CBPT was developed for use with speech-language pathology students, any situation in which 
a case-based approach can be merged with the need to understand the perspective of different 
stakeholders in a given context would be appropriate for the application of CBPT as an instructional 
approach (Author & Author, in submission). For instance: 

• An instructor for a business-related course might use CBPT to simulate a hiring/firing
situation. Students could take on the roles of employee, supervisor, human resources
manager, or other personnel to explore the ins and outs of the employment process.

• In a physics course, an instructor may assign different “perspectives” to properties such
as force, mass, or gravity. Students could, in turn, determine how these variables interact
to promote a physical phenomenon.

• In a course focused on special education planning, CBPT could be used to better
understand an interdisciplinary approach to working with a child with autism. Students
could adopt the perspective of teachers, parents, students, teacher aides, therapists,
administrators, etc., when writing goals and objectives for educational planning.

• A variety of clinical fields outside of CSD could use CBPT, as well. Instructors for
dietetics, nursing, rehabilitative therapies (e.g., physical, occupational, respiratory), or
medicine might use CBPT so students could practice solving clinical problems from a
variety of perspectives, in a manner similar to the approach described in this paper.

Limitations 

As is typical when studying students’ learning outcomes, it is difficult to control for all potential 
intervening variables. Specifically, the pedagogical methods used in this study were applied 
simultaneously with students’ other coursework. Thus, it is possible that factors beyond CBPT (i.e., 
pedagogies employed in other coursework) might have impacted the findings noted here. Further, 
there were other facets of students’ semester-long learning outside of this course and regarding this 
experience. For example, students’ weekly reading and reflections could have contributed to our 
findings. Given that this study was an ecologically valid investigation conducted during a university 
semester, it is impossible to determine whether our findings are a result of CBPT alone.  

Additionally, although qualitative data was coded with high levels of reliability and quantitative 
data was obtained using a validated instrument (MAI), some level of subjectivity could have been 
present in both data collection and analysis. Students self-reported reflection and MAI data, which 
may have impacted the objectivity of information shared. Similarly, data were coded systematically; 
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however, some level of subjective interpretation of codes and reflection statements may have 
influenced qualitative data analysis.  

Conclusion 

Students appear to have made demonstrable changes in metacognition and higher-level cognitive 
processing potentially due to this IS experience. Thus, CBPT may hold promise in fostering significant 
learning and changes in metacognitive awareness in contexts in and beyond CSD in a relatively short 
period of time. Thus, CBPT may be ideal for some course instructors given the brief nature of a typical 
academic term.  

Any new pedagogy should be studied in a variety of ways. Regarding CBPT, future research 
efforts might focus on expanding this work to other disciplines to determine whether similar positive 
outcomes are observed. Also, while difficult to implement in an academic context, a quasi-
experimental research design might help eliminate ambiguity as to the specific variables that 
contributed to the described findings. Regardless, the implementation of CBPT likely tasks students 
with practicing skills that may enhance metacognition and cognitive processing beyond the use of 
CBL or perspective-taking alone.   

Appendix 1: CBPT Activity for Alaryngeal Communication 

Activity Description 

Students were presented with the following case, one part at a time. Facilitators randomly assigned 
“roles” for each student such as: patient, spouse, surgeon, employer, best friend, daughter, or speech-
language pathologist. Students wore nametags identifying their role for others in the discussion group. 
The IS facilitator led a discussion where each student was encouraged to respond professionally 
and/or emotionally to the situation described by adopting the perspective/persona of their assigned 
role.  

Part 1: Diagnosis and Treatment Planning 

Anne is a 53-year old, married woman who was diagnosed with squamous-cell cancer of the larynx 
approximately 10 days ago. She is meeting today with her cancer care team to talk about treatment 
options. Her surgeon is recommending a total laryngectomy due to the fact that her laryngeal tumor 
was found to have crossed the anterior commissure of the larynx. Her radiologist has suggested post-
surgical radiation to minimize the chance of recurrence. Other than her cancer, Anne is in good health 
and is active socially. She is a receptionist at a law firm, where she has worked for the last 25 years. 

Part 2: Post-Surgical Adjustment 

In the period immediately following her total laryngectomy, as well as through an extended period of 
radiation therapy, Anne communicated with an electrolarynx (EL). She became a very proficient user 
of a neck-type device. With the exception of the mechanical quality of the EL signal, it met her 
communication needs fully and no restrictions were noted. However, at 7 months post-laryngectomy, 
Anne found that use of the EL was not always easy or efficient. For this reason, Anne is now seeking 
information on a secondary tracheoesophageal (TE) puncture from her surgeon and speech-language 
pathologist. 
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Part 3: Post-Secondary TE Procedure 

In consulting with her surgeon and speech-language pathologist, a recommendation for Anne to 
undergo a secondary TE procedure is made. Anne’s remaining concerns center on the expense of the 
TE procedure and general issues related to its management and care. She has requested a meeting of 
the whole cancer care team to review options, responsibilities, and make a final determination. 

Based on Doyle, P. (2017). Communication Challenges in Laryngeal. In Author & Author (Eds.) 
Laryngeal Cancer: An Interdisciplinary Resource for Practitioners (p. 82) Thorofare, NJ: Slack. 
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